Trade Show Displays Get Elegant iPad Holders With New
Skyline® Tablet Mount
Skyline Exhibits Introduces The Skyline Tablet Mount, Providing Theft-Deterrent
Integration of Touch-Screen Tablet Computers Into Trade Show Exhibits
November 23, 2011 (FPRC) -- Saint Paul, MINN.– Skyline Exhibits, North America’s leading custom
modular trade show exhibit and portable display provider, announces the launch of the Skyline
Tablet Mount, a new accessory for trade show displays.
Skyline’s Tablet Mount harnesses the amazing new tool for trade show exhibitors – tablet computers
-- exemplified by the innovative iPad.
“Tablet computers are a great tool for exhibitors,” said Bill Dierberger, President of Skyline Exhibits,
“because they add visual spice to personal presentations, increase interactivity with their touch
screens, and can speed up lead fulfillment.”
Yet, tablet computer’s amazing portability also creates a new problem -- that they will get carried
away during the show. That’s why Skyline introduced the Skyline Tablet Mount – to allow exhibitors
to integrate these popular tablet computers into their trade show exhibit designs, with the added
benefit of theft deterrence.
Echoing the design cues of these elegant new digital devices, the Skyline Tablet Mount is sleek,
modern looking, with easy installation, and is easy to attach and reposition. The Skyline Tablet
Mount fits the iPad and the iPad2, and can attach to multiple Skyline exhibit systems, including the
Slotted Tube System, Tube Ultra System, the Convey® Placard System, and the Skyline
Occasions® and Arrive® table systems.
Exhibitors can learn more details and see more pictures of the new Skyline Tablet Mount at
http://www.skyline.com/New-Products/tablet-mount.
The Skyline Tablet Mount is the latest in a string of successful new trade show display products
recently introduced by Skyline Exhibits. These various new products have given exhibitors greater
impact, flexibility, portability, and functionality in their trade show exhibits. These innovative new
products have helped Skyline win numerous product design and trade show awards over the last
two years, including Exhibitor’s Best New Product Design Award and Exhibitor’s Buyer’s Choice
Award.
About Skyline Exhibits:
Skyline Exhibits is North America's leading brand of exhibit systems. Known for high-quality
manufacturing, cost-saving portability, innovative functionality, creative design and exhibitor
education, Skyline has nearly 100 Design Centers in North America and representation in 38
countries. The company manufactures a broad range of products for trade shows and events -- from
bannerstands and pop-up displays to large custom modular exhibits. With over 20 integrated exhibit
systems, state-of-the-art production of large-format graphics and options for exhibit rental and
services, Skyline provides exhibit solutions for virtually any size or budget.
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Contact Information
For more information contact Michael Thimmesch of Skyline Exhibits (http://www.skyline.com/)
651-234-6614
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